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ANNAX & THOR HAN
on forced medical agendas

Annax: My name is Annax and I speak on behalf of my people, I am from a place very far from
your world and for a long time we have been watching you evolving, protecting you and your
rights. From generation to generation we have helped you activating your abilities and enhancing
your DNA faster than the natural course of things, because it was needed, because you were in
danger.  Those  empires  from  the  Dark  have  subdued  your  leaders  and  set  all  their  plans.
Throughout  our work,  us  from The Council  of  Five,  we are helping your  species  discreetly
without you realizing it. We are helping you to survive this underground despicable war. Now
occupant enemy is about to be overcome and leave. All the alliances made with your leaders,
your hidden governance within your governments. All leaders at key positions were regularly
replaced. Now that they are about to fail, they are pushing all their agendas quicker, they panic,
don't you see? They accelerated the course of their agendas and now it becomes obvious, they
had planned to roll on these agendas of theirs on a longer period of time, and now they are in a
hurry because they are the ones who fear. 

So, people from Terra, be strong and be patient. Be protected energetically, protect your mind
against the manipulation of fear they put in your  spirits and your  hearts.  They control weak
beings by fear, so be strong, protect yourselves. My main message of today, why I contacted you
is because now comes a great threat, you need to be strong and patient, and avoid this threat to
come to your door. They will try to influence you, to convince you, to mind control you. Be
strong, and my message is this: do not allow them to mark you with the tracker of the monster.
Once they will insert into your skin this substance containing very tiny dust particles, this will
quantumly connect to a central intelligence, and via the help of their satellites they will control
your thoughts. The substance also contains a substance that alters down your DNA to undo our
work, to tie you down to the lower density because when you are in a lower density this tracker
dust from the monster is working, it is working when you are in a lower density controlled by
fear, tamed down.

However, if you are strong enough to elevate your frequency they will also, by this substance,
alter your DNA, that your capabilities are disabled. Do not let them come to your doors and
insert under your skin the substance that will alter down your DNA, insert in your bloodstream
and nervous system trackers that will enslave all of you to them. This is the last fight of the dying
beast. This beast has many heads, this is why it is difficult to behead it because it has many
heads, you need to cut them all. The galactic Federation is working on this, they are your friends
and  your  allies,  they've  avoided  you  many  catastrophes  in  the  past.  This  is  my message,  a
message from an Egaroth from Meissa to the people of Terra. Our heart is filled with love for
you. Resist, you will all go through this claiming your sovereignty, your rights upon your body
and your soul because once marked, it is your soul that will need to be saved. Annax has spoken.



Thor Han:  I  may  speak  about  the  message  that  was  transmitted  from Annax.  He  asked  me  first

permission to do so, because it is a very delicate message to pass, and I do not want you to be

bothered. I gave my consent and he was very careful. Annax doesn't live in the same frame of mind as I
do, and sometimes he doesn't realize what are the boundaries of the Terran systems. He wants to help, his

heart and soul are full of love and his genuine compassionate desire to help is wonderful , but I have to

calibrate him, if you understand what I mean. So his message, you'll have heard it. I would ask you not to
attract attention more than necessary by words, do not write the words as such, speak by parables because
now is a very dangerous time. This message wasn't meant to worry or to cause anxiety; this message was

a message of help, of advice, to guide you, all of those who are not sure, all of those who don't know, to
guide you through these times.

This will  be over soon  and  you  must  be patient.  Protect  yourselves,  protect  your  bodies,  do not  let
anyone decide for yourselves what is good or not for your body because there are powers in this world
which have lost a battle and are about to lose the great war, and they are panicking, they want to push all

their plans very fast, and it is now very obvious before they are exterminated. So you must be patient,

protect yourselves.  I  know you have concerns: “what  about if you have no choice?”  You are caught

because this is a war, if you are caught, raise your vibration instantly, be in acceptance and peace, do not

fight because if you know you have no chance, physical fight is a low vibration. Raise your vibration,

radiate love, love is extremely powerful, elevate your light, shine from within outwards , and you can stop
the bad dust to anchor your nervous system. But if you accept the bad dust with fear and anger, if you are

trapped physically, if you scream in despair because they are doing it to you , and you are fighting, you

will allow the bad dust to anchor you in low vibration. Once it's there it is extremely difficult to  raise
your vibration again, you have a very short time to do so, you must do it as soon as you can, it may still
destroy the dust.

Best is to avoid being caught by any mean you can. The best is invisibility, discretion, patience, organize
yourselves differently, this is soon over, the storm is unleashed. You know, all storms  pass, and after the
storm has passed, if you were well sheltered, well aware, far from danger, you're safe and on the other
side the peace, the joy, the liberation, we've seen it, we know what is going to happen. We have a short

span of prevision in the future; we cannot see very far because timelines are changing, but this timeline
has recently been secured, the timeline of liberation, the timeline of victory. This doesn't mean that you
must rejoice now, no, the war is not over yet, we are fighting with you at your side, so in regard to Annax
message, the last thing Annax would want is to scare you. His message is meant to empower you and to
give you tools and weapons in order to face adversity, and you will be well. Annax's message is about
awareness, this is all, do not worry, do not fear, be confident. See further, see ahead because ahead after
the storm it is wonderful, this is my message.

Q: What's going to happen to all those people that are unaware and unawake and decide to go through
this vaccine agenda? 
Thor Han: They will be controlled until everything stops, everything is disabled. This will take time, this
thing they will be willing to take in their bodies is already set up with the technology involving satellites
and essential artificial intelligence that will control them all, but this will not last very long, this will be
disabled when all of this will be over, we are working on it, you need to know this and remember my
words, we are working very hard on disabling all these devices, but this is not known in details for safety
reasons and for the greater good of the success of our operations, I will not say more.



Q: If there was anything that can be done for them in the future to reverse the effects?
Thor Han: As long as they will  be connected to the central artificial brain, if  I may put it like this,
nothing will be able to be done, they will be under control but as soon as this intelligence will be disabled,
they will be free from their chains and then raising their vibration helpfully help them. But once all the
technology is out, because when the central intelligence will be destroyed -because it will be, the dust will
cease to be active, it will be a dead dust. Now the vibration will need to be elevated from the bottom, but
it is a possible work, I am very sorry I cannot tell you more.


